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Integral harmony 
Harmony between things, harmony between persons, harmony of 
circumstances and above all  harmony of harmony of aspirations - 

all  leading to the Supreme Truth 

Antigonon leptopus. white Spiritual signi�cance of the �ower given by The Mother

THE MOTHER

  

Even what is apparently the 
most insignificant thing must 
be done with perfect perfec-
tion, with a sense of cleanliness, 
beauty, harmony and order.

The Mother
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NEED  OF  LEARNING  SUBORDINATION  AND
CO-OPERATION
Sri Aurobindo

The Mother has her own reasons for her decisions; she has to

look at the work as a whole without regard to one department or

branch alone and with a view to the necessities of the work and

the management. Whatever work is done here, one has always to

learn to subordinate or put aside one’s own ideas and preferences

about things concerning it and work for the best under the

conditions and decisions laid down by her. This is one of the main

difficulties throughout the Ashram, as each worker wants to do

according to his own ideas, on his own lines according to what he

thinks to be the right or convenient thing and expects that to be

sanctioned. It is one of the principal reasons of difficulty, clash or

disorder in the work, creating conflict between the workers

themselves, conflict between the workers and the heads of

departments, conflict between the idea of the Sadhaks and the will

of the Mother. Harmony can only exist if all accept the will of the

Mother without grudge and personal reaction.

Independent work does not exist in the Ashram. All is organised

and interrelated, neither the heads of departments nor the workers

are independent. To learn subordination and co-operation is

necessary for all collective work; without it there will be chaos.

***

It is not a fact that the Mother wants you to be a puppet of A.

As regards the work it is not at all clear that all you think is right
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and all A does is wrong. You speak of your personality and what

you seem to say is that A is in the work trying to impose his

personality and that you want to affirm yours against it and the

Mother ought to have supported you, but she does not regard

your personality at all but insists on your subordinating it to A’s. But

the Mother does not at all look at it from that standpoint or regard

anybody’s personality. In her view people’s personalities which

means their ego ought to have no place in the work. It is not your

work or A’s work, but the Divine work, the Mother’s work and it is

not to be governed by your ideas or feelings or A’s ideas or feelings

or B’s or C’s or D’s or anybody else’s, but by the vision, perception

and will of the Mother which does not express any human

personality (if it did there would be no justification for the existence

of this Ashram) but proceeds from a deeper consciousness. It has

been the great obstacle to the full success and harmony of the

work that everybody almost has had this idea of his own personality,

ideas, feelings etc. and more or less tried to insist on them — this

has been the cause of most of the difficulties and of all the disharmony

and quarrel. We want all this to stop; for when it stops altogether

then there will be some possibility  of the differences and turmoil

ceasing and the work will better serve the purpose for which the

Mother created it. That is why I have been trying to explain to you

about the necessity of subordinating the personality and doing

the work for the Divine, not insisting on one’s own personality,

ego, ideas, feelings as the important thing. There remains the

question what is to be the relation between A and yourself in the

work — this, as there is no more time today, I will write in another

letter.

***
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The Mother

INDIVIDUAL PREPARATION FOR HARMONY

Question : Sweet Mother, how can we create “the attunement

of the nature with the working of the Divine Light and Power”?

Answer : How can you do it? By trying.

First you must be conscious of the kind of attunement you

want to realise. You must become aware of the points where this

harmony does not exist; you must feel them and understand the

contradiction between the inner consciousness and certain outer

movements. You must become conscious of this first, and once

you are conscious of it, you try to adapt the outer action, outer

movements to the inner ideal. But first of all you must become

aware of the disharmony. For there are many people who think

that everything is going well; and if they are told, “No, your outer

nature is in contradiction with your inner aspiration”, they protest.

They are not aware. Therefore, the first step is to become aware,

to become conscious of what is not in tune.

To begin with, most people will say, “What is this inner

consciousness you are telling me about? I don’t know it!” So,

obviously, they cannot establish any harmony if they are not even

conscious of something within which is higher than their ordinary

consciousness. This means that many preparatory stages are

needed, preparatory states of awareness, before being ready for

this harmonisation.

You must first of all know what the inner aim of the being is,

the aspiration, the descending force, what receives it— everything
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must become conscious. And then, afterwards, you must look at

the outer movements in the light of this inner  consciousness and

see what is in tune and what is not. And then, when you have

seen what does not harmonise, you must gather the will and

aspiration to change it and begin with the easiest part. You should

not begin with the most difficult thing, you should begin with the

easiest, the one you understand best, most easily, the disharmony

which seems most evident to you.

Then from there, gradually, you will go to the more difficult

and more central things...

It is only in harmonious collaboration that
effective work can be done. The important thing
is to find the point on which you can all agree —
and after this is firmly established, each one must
be ready to yield his personal will in order to
keep intact this point of harmony.

THE MOTHER
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DADA  REMEMBERS

While still very young I once suffered from tonsillitis. An

operation was the only cure for it. But my mother’s family believed

in homeopathy. We were living then in Calcutta and there was a

famous homeopath Dr. D. P. Saha on Asutosh Mukherjee Road.

My father took me to him.

The doctor gave me medicines; he liked me so much that he

told my father: “For treating your son I won’t accept any fees.”

I do not know why he was so pleased with me and advised my

father: “Bring up your boy with much care. I see a bright possibility

in him. See that he doesn’t get into bad company. And take care

that his surroundings are properly chosen, as is his education.”

It is written in my horoscope that I would either be y great sadhu

or a brigand.

So my father was constantly on the lookout for an ideal school

for me.

After looking round a great deal father finally found

something. It was the Anandamayi School near Padmapukur on

Prannath Pandit Street run by a true idealist and patriot, Sri

Charuchandra Dutta. He had named the school after his mother.

There were only thirty to forty students, five or six to a class.

The school started at 6:30 in the morning. The first half hour

was spent on P. T., parade and prayer. Then the lessons would

start. Classes were held from 7 to 9. After 9, students went for

swimming. During the hot season we used to swim in the

Pranab Kumar Bhattacharya
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Padmapukur and for three months at the Bhowanipur Swimming

Association enclosure. Then again from 11 to 1:30 there were

classes followed by a 30-minute break for tiffin. After the light

repast all the students met in an assembly where discussions were

held on various topics. The students took part in the discussions.

As a result students got to know about their own country as well

as foreign lands and we were all full of curiosity. In the assembly I

came to know about the famous Gama wrestler renowned all over

the world who was sponsored by the Maharaja of Patiala. They

said that Gama took five seers*of milk and ate eight chickens and

other things besides. After the assembly we had classes again from

2 to 4 in the afternoon. After four we were Shepherded out to play

football.

After the game we would return home at 6 in the evening.

All our teachers were scholars and idealists too. Moreover, Sri

Charu Chandra used to invite famous teachers from other schools

to conduct classes. I remember Sri Haren Sarkar from St. Xavier’s

College who came to teach us English. Sri Tarapada Bhattacharya

taught us Bengali and then there were Sri Amiya Pathak, Sri Dhiren,

and others.

We washed our hands and face before eating and two towels

were kept for each one of us, one for the hands and face, the other

for our feet. We had to take off our shoes and socks and keep them

at the allotted place with a number and a label.

Each class had a monitor who was called ‘shir’ or head. And

there was a captain for the entire school. He was called the ‘sirdar’.

Besides these we had the garden supervisor, salesman, librarian

etc. All these were selected through elections among students. I,

too, once became a sirdar and a librarian.
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During the tiffin-break, the boys served at the counters. In this

way discipline and organisation were taught in practice. We looked

after our library and were also responsible for selecting new books.

Planting of saplings in the garden, gardening and even climbing

trees were a part of the curriculum.

My mother, on hearing this remarked jokingly: “They teach

you to climb trees at school, don’t they teach you to steal as well?”

There was a sales counter at school where exercise books, pencils,

erasers, scales, ink, blotting paper, all these were sold, we ourselves

managed the sales counter whereas we were also the buyers. We

kept the accounts too. Then for the Bengali year-end when there

was Charak-pooja at Padmapukur we ran a counter to sell

refreshing drinks and from the sales money the students went on

a holiday-excursion once a year.

We were often taken to different places; I remember once we

were taken to the cemetry at Park Circus where we saw the poet

Michael Madhusudan Dutta’s cenotaph. At that time there was a

huge gathering of people around it. Some of them came forward

and spontaneously recounted to us some anecdotes from the

poet’s life. I was listening with rapt attention, when suddenly I

fainted, probably because the midday sun was too strong over

our heads. I was very young and as we had walked up to there I

was feeling very hungry as well. All this perhaps added up and I

fainted.

After dousing my head in water and fanning me, when I came

to, the teacher accompanying us said: “Luckily you fell backwards

when you fainted otherwise the spokes of the railings along the

grave may have injured your eyes.”
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Once Sri Charu Dutta took us to a brick-kiln near Behala. It was

a long trek and the return walk was too much for me. Being the

youngest of the group I could hardly walk towards the end and so

a rickshaw was hailed. The rickshaw-puller asked for a rupee for

the trip but Sri Charu Dutta was willing to give only eight annas

(half a rupee). To this the rickshaw-puller did not agree.

And so we went on walking. When we had come some way

we found another rickshaw-puller who wanted eight annas. Sri

Charu Dutta offered four annas but he did not agree. So once again

we walked. When we had come quite some way we came across

another rickshaw. This one wanted four annas but he was offered

two and he refused.

Once again we walked on and by then we had come very, very

near to the school, so Sri Charu Dutta said: “What’s the need of a

rickshaw now, we’ve reached our school.” He turned to me and

said: “There! you see you managed it quite well, even though you

thought you couldn’t walk.”

In this way he taught us to be hardy, patient and enduring.

The foundations of my life were laid in those seven years as a

schoolboy at the Anandamayi school.

After leaving this school I was admitted to the Jagatbandhu

Institute in Ballygunje.

So from seven to fourteen years of age I was at the Anandamayi

school and then for two years at the Jagatbandhu. I passed my

matriculation examination from this institute.

Also since then, I’ve taken to regular physical culture and my

life changed as a result.

***

*Equivalent to 1 litre.
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THE NATURE OF PERFECTION

Nolini Kanta Gupta

Perfection  is often understood to mean the highest or the

utmost possible development, even if it be in one particular line

or direction.

That, however, can better be called success or achievement.

True perfection is not an extreme growth, however great or

commendable it may be: it is the harmony of an all-round growth,

the expression of the unified total being. And yet this does not

involve a stultification of any limb or a forced diminution of any

capacity. Perfection does not consist either in the harmonisation

of the utmost possible development of each and every capacity,

attribute or power of being.

First of all, it is not a possible ideal, given the conditions of

existence and manifestation. Secondly, it is not necessary:

perfection can be realised even otherwise.

How is the harmony to be brought about in the human system

composed of so many different and discordant factors, forms and

forces of consciousness? It is not possible if one tries to make them

accommodate each other, tone down the individual acuities and

angularities, blunt or cut out the extreme expressions and effect

some sort of a compromise or a pact of goodwill. It is. not. the

Greek ideal of the golden mean nor is it akin to the modern

democratic ideal which lays down that each element is free – to

grow and possess – to the extent that it allows the same freedom

to every other element. No, for true harmony one has to go behind
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and beyond the apparent divergences to a secret being or status

of consciousness, the bed-rock of existence where all divergences

are resolved and find their inherent and inalienable unity, their

single origin and basis. If one gets there and takes one’s stand upon

that absolute oneness, then and then only the perfect harmony of

all the diversities that naturally rise out of it as its self-expression

becomes possible, not only possible but inevitable.

That bed-rock is one’s inmost spiritual being, the divine

consciousness which is at once an individual centre, a cosmic or

universal field of existence and a transcendent truth and reality.

With that as the nucleus and around it the whole system has to be

arranged and organised: according to the demand of the will and

vision composing that consciousness, life has to manifest itself and

play out its appointed role. Its configuration or disposition will be

wholly determined by the Divine Purpose working in and through

it; its fullness will be the fullness of the Divine Presence and

intention.

The mind will be wholly illumined, the vital with it will become

the pure energy of Consciousness and the physical body will be

made out of the substance of the divine being: our humanity will

be the home and sanctuary of the Divine.
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M.  P.  Pandit

SPIRITUALITY AND HUMANITY

It is a fairly common charge of the” active” circles in the social

and political spheres that people who take to spiritual pursuit are

selfish, concerned with their own selves regardless of the rest of

mankind who are left to their unhappy lot. Now, while there may

be some substance in this accusation as far as certain extreme forms

of asceticism are concerned, it does not hold water with regard to

an enlightened spiritual effort, much less with those lines of inner

development which embrace the world in their scope of liberation

and perfection.

What in the first place is the help that can best be rendered to

humanity?

Clearly, it is to lift it out of the state of Ignorance which is the

source of most of its ills. This cannot be done by experiments of

amelioration of economic and social conditions which touch only

the fringe of the problem. Proper psychological conditions have to

be created in which the vitiating movements of disharmony, conflict

and strife can be eliminated and replaced by movements of

harmony, unity and peace. The change in the conditions of human

living is to be brought about from inside, not from outside.

To help another one has got to be in a condition or status higher

than that of the other. We cannot educate others unless we

ourselves are first educated. That is why those who want to raise

the level of consciousness of humanity must first lift themselves to

a higher rung. That is the meaning of the first requirement of self-

conquest and self-perfection. Only so can one be in a position to
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impart and establish in others what one has gained. No one can

transmit what he does not have in himself.

Secondly, there is a close identity between the movement of

forces of life in the universe and that in the individual. The frame

differs but the working is the same. Any set of circumstances, any

knot of the convolution of forces resolved in oneself has an

automatic effect on identical situations in the universe. One who

has done this in oneself can do it naturally in others.

The victory in oneself can be repeated in others. Each conquest

of ego and desire, each spiritual realisation, releases certain

vibrations in the atmosphere of the person and anyone who comes

into it is enabled by them to repeat that conquest in himself. In

the general life also the possibility of that realisation is assured to

anyone who seeks after it.

Further, the transcendence of the natural limits, the change of

consciousness effected in the spiritual seeker - wherever he is -

give a fillip to the universal forces of progress in combat with those

of inertia and reaction.

The aim of all spiritual endeavour is to attain identity with the

Divine. And this Divine is the real Source of all in the universe.

From this sta-tion at the heart of things one can act effortlessly on

all that is in the Manifestation.

For one does not then act on one’s own limited resources but

from the depths of the Infinite with infinitely more consequential

results.

As the Mother says the first humanity is yourself. There is the

real key.
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HARMONY IN COLLECTIVE WORK

Previously it has been said that by surrender, the Supramental

Force will transform the sadhak’s mind, life and body into the Divine

Truth; then the sadhak will be completely free from sorrow and

suffering, ignorance, old age, sickness and death. He will be guided

by the Supramental Power. When some individuals have been

transformed in this way, then they will be called Superman.

During the process of evolution, at the time when the human

race came into existence upon earth, animals continued to exist;

similarly Superman will come into existence with the human race

being on earth at the same time.

Since the Supramental Consciousness and the Supramental Race

will be established on earth by this yoga, the transformation of

the nature of the universe becomes inevitable. Since the

transformation of the universal nature is bound to take place, the

sadhana of this yoga is not personal but collective. For this reason,

the goal of transformation is not possible by the sadhana of one

individual. A large number of sadhaks are needed: study circles,

ladies’ study circles, student-societies, relic centers and integral

schools will be the media for spreading this yoga. Sadhaks will come

together in these places to do work as sadhana and surrender it at

the feet of The Mother.

In this yoga, the establishment of all these organisations and

their collective works is the inevitable sadhana in order to reach

the goal. Despite the fact that sadhaks have different natures,

Ramakrishna  Das
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harmony should be kept in collective works. This becomes the

strong foundation or base for every individual sadhak in this yoga.

If a sadhak can do this from the beginning of his sadhana, then he

can easily hook his “elephantine ego” with just the help of a small

iron instrument. [In India, the rider of an elephant controls this

big  animal only with a small iron hook.] By the Grace of the Divine

Mother the arduous sadhana of transformation will be very easy

for them. But since we have not understood the secret of this, we

clash with each other and create mountain-like obstacles on the

way of progress in our sadhana. If a sadhak, as soon as he enters

the path of sadhana, makes a firm resolve to surrender himself at

the feet of The Mother and repeats Her name, then by Her Grace

he can understand the secret of it, and under any type of adverse

circumstances, he will remain calm and quiet being busy with his

sadhana.

Harmony in the vital

To harmonise the vital is a psychological masterpiece.
Happy is he who accomplishes it.

THE MOTHER
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REVOLT, RESTLESSNESS AND CALAMITIES

Parapatti

Revolt and restlessness are the sign of evil. The consequence

of evil is disaster. In modern times, an all swallowing revolt,

unbearable worries, restlessness and a disaster is the common go

of the world. Many have presumed that, the humanity can not

last longer . Passing through this deep calamities it may be totally

ruined. Even reaching the maxim of grandeur and prosperity, Man

is passing through a total discomfort and discontentment.

Now the question arises what could be reason of this all total

revolt and restlessness? The first reason is that both individually

and collectively , Man has been uprooted from his prime spiritual

Origin. Anything if it separates from its origin, becomes instable,

unsteady, restless, unprotected and finally destroyed, similarly

humanity has make itself completely separate from it’s inner,

spiritual and Divine Origin. How can the humanity will survive

leaving this Supreme Presence and Existence which is most

Essential, supremely Good, Auspicious, which is the only Bliss,

Knowledge, Light, Love and the very origin and basis of harmony ?

This very Presence and Existence is within the man – this is the

Supreme Discovery. Here lies the essential value of life.

The Mother has said “It is the Divine Presence that gives value

to life. The Presence is the source of all Peace, all Joy, all security.

Find this Presence in yourself and all difficulties will disappear.”

One comes in contact inside with a heavenly consciousness by

aspiration, a great hankering, surrender, self offering and a deep

eagerness.
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This is New Birth. A peaceful, harmonious, luminious, soothing

atmosphere is created within. This Presence, Inspiration, Indication

and Guidance or Information becomes a living fact. This is the real

source of strength and protection.

The Mother has said – “True strength and protection come

from the Divine Presence in the heart.

If you want to keep this Presence constantly in you, avoid

carefully all vulgarity in speech, behaviour and acts.

Do not mistake liberty for license and freedom for bad manners:

the thoughts must be pure and the aspiration ardent.”

Harmony

Let us work for the day when this will become both
the means and the end.

THE MOTHER
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GURU AND DISCIPLES

When we came to know that Dikshitbhai was in Shinor¹, I went

to meet him. On the way, in the train, I met a sadhu who related

this story:

His Guru, Brahmanandji, had talked to each of his disciples in

private before leaving his body. For a long time thereafter, (A

disciples lived happily together, in peace and harmony. But one

day a quarrel started between two of them resulting in lengthy

arguments.

Finally one of them said, “Our Guru has given me something

special, which he has not given to anyone else.” The other too

made the same claim. In fact every one of them had been living it

the same belief ! It was only then that they all realised how their

Guru had imparted to each a unique experience, not merely some

good words, and there was no point in quarreling like this.

Afterwards they lived in a deeper and truer harmony.

1. Some miles southwest of Chandod-Karnali, not far from

Narmada.

Champaklal
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SHE IS THAT

Anand Adhikari

To recogniseThe Mother by Her Grace amounts to entering

into the Path, and opens the possibility to realise the Truth of

Integral Yoga. It is Her indispensable Presence that makes the

Sadhana possible. Sri Aurobindo says “Everyone who is turned to

the Mother is doing my Yoga. It a great mistake to suppose that

one can “do” the Purna Yoga _ i.e. carry out and fulfill all the sides

of the Yoga by one’s own effort. No human being can do that. What

one has to do is to put oneself in the Mother’s hands and open

oneself to Her Service, by Bhakti, by Aspiration; then the Mother

by her Light and Force works in him so that the Sadhana is done. It

is a mistake also to have the ambition to be a big Purna Yogi or a

Supramental being and ask oneself how far have I got towards

that. The right attitude is to be devoted and given to the Mother

and to wish to be whatever She wants you to be. The rest is for the

Mother to decide and do in you.”

The aim of this yoga is the transformation of the earthly nature,

the establishment of a new race upon earth. Previously all the

attempts to change the condition of the earth by great beings

descending from above has failed miserably. Being thoroughly

disgusted, they had to find a way to escape from the clutches of

earth nature. Higher worlds or dissolving the personal existence

in Nirvana or liberation that is Mukti  is preferred than this anityam,

asukham loka. But those who are  spiritually sufficiently mature,

who have given their consent to participate in this great worldly

transformation being subject to all possible struggles, have a great
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responsibility. Sri Aurobindo says –”The earth-consciousness does

not want to change, so it rejects what comes down to it from above-

it has always done so. It is only if those who have taken this yoga

open themselves and are willing to change their lower nature that

this unwillingness can disappear”.

So, this responsibility is the great heroic decision to change

oneself. There we recognise the importance of Her Presence,

without which nothing is possible. Then all the circumstances of

life are arranged by Her Grace to help us to recognise this truth of

paramount importance –SHE IS THAT- Tat.

This manifestation of beauty and harmony is
part of the Divine realisation upon earth,
perhaps even its greatest part.

THE MOTHER
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